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FACT SHEET

LWVMD STUDY ON INITIATIVES AND REFERENDUMS

INTRODUCTION

In 2019, LWVMD decided to undertake a study of the initiative and
referendum (I&R) process

and in the fall of 2019, a study committee was formed. The purpose of this
study is to help

members determine whether LWVMD should support a position for
Maryland to allow citizen

initiatives. The study committee examined how initiatives and referendums
have been used in

other states, the features commonly found in them, and the advantages and
disadvantages of

the approach. Approximately half the states allow at least one of these
ballot processes.

Maryland currently permits only referendums. As a result, most of this study
focuses on the

other process, known as initiatives.

BACKGROUND & DEFINITIONS

Initiatives and referendums have been used for more than 100 years in



some states and allow

citizens to place proposed statutes or constitutional amendments on a
ballot so they can be

voted on directly by citizens.1 Two goals are often stated for using them: (1)
improve citizen

participation and power in making laws, and (2) diminish the influence of
special interests so

politicians are more responsive to citizens.2

The first state to adopt an initiative process was South Dakota in 1898.
Since then, interest in

ballot initiatives has grown and ebbed at various times. In the early 1900s,
the use of initiatives

grew out of the progressive movement due to dissatisfaction by the citizens
with government

corruption and the influence of big business, particularly the railroads. The
use of initiatives

generally declined until the late 1970s when California passed Proposition
13 to cut taxes. After

that, the use of initiatives grew steadily and nationally reached a peak of
382 in the 1990s.

From 2000-2010, there were a total of 375 initiatives, but since then, fewer
initiatives have

been proposed. The number of approved state-level initiatives reached a
historic high in 2016;



during 2020, 29 initiatives were approved that proposed new laws.3

In the early years,

successful initiatives allowed women to vote, abolished poll taxes, restricted
the sale of liquor,

funded public infrastructure, and ended child labor. Today, initiatives
continue to focus on

issues that elected officials are reluctant to address, such as marijuana
legalization, the

minimum wage, animal rights, capital punishment4 and redistricting.

Definitions

Ballot measures are questions that appear on the ballot and do not relate to
a candidate for

office. Ballot measures are broken down into two distinct categories –
initiatives and

referendums.

1 Ballotpedia, https://ballotpedia.org/Initiative_and_referendum

2 David D. Schmidt, Citizen Lawmakers, The Ballot Initiative Revolution,
Temple University Press, Philadelphia, PA,

1989. See also “Do Ballot Initiatives Undermine Democracy,” Policy Forum,
Cato Policy Report, July/August 2000.

3

Initiative & Referendum Institute, Ballotwatch,
http://www.iandrinstitute.org/docs/BW-2020-2-Results.pdf



4 Matsusaka, John G., Public Policy and the Initiative and Referendum: A
Survey With Some New Evidence, Public

Choice (21018) 174:107-143]
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Initiatives allow citizens to propose statutes or constitutional amendments
that are to

be placed on the ballot for consideration by voters following a process of
gathering signatures.

Initiatives are further characterized as “direct” or “indirect.” A Direct
Initiative is presented

directly to voters and takes effect without legislative or gubernatorial
actions if it is passed by

popular vote. In contrast, an Indirect Initiative is submitted first to the
legislature, which has an

opportunity to act on it. If the legislature rejects it, submits a different
proposal or takes no

action, the original proposal may then be placed on the ballot for voter
approval or rejection.

Although direct and indirect initiatives are the most frequently used and
studied, two

other types of initiatives may also be referenced. The first is the General
Policy Initiative in



which proposed statutes or constitutional amendments are general and lack
specific

constitutional or statutory language. If passed by the voters, the legislature
is required to

develop the laws to implement the policy. The second type is an Advisory
Initiative in which a

popular vote is taken on a proposed statute or constitutional amendment,
but if passed, the

legislature is not required to adopt the measure. Its value is in assessing
voter opinion on an

issue.

Referendums can apply to either constitutional amendments or statutes.
Constitutional

amendments are generally required by state constitution to be approved or
rejected by the

voters. For statutes, legislators can require the voters to decide whether to
uphold or repeal a

law they have passed. This is known as a Legislative Referendum (or
legislative referral). No

signature collection is required. Another type of referendum is a Veto
Referendum. In this case,

the legislators have passed a law and the citizens collect signatures to
place that law on the

general election ballot so that the voters can decide whether to keep it or



nullify it.

The similarities and differences between initiatives and referendums can be
briefly

summarized in this table:

Table 1: Basic Characteristics of Initiatives and Referendums

Proposal Type Propose a

Statutory

Change

Propose a

Constitutional

Change

Role for

Legislature To

Get on the

Ballot?

Require Citizen

Signatures To

Get on the

Ballot?

Initiative



Direct ✓ ✓ ✓

Indirect ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Referendum

Legislative ✓ ✓ ✓

Veto ✓ ✓


